Abstract: Optical systems in digital cameras present a limit during the acquisition of standard and 
Figure 1. Example of Glare Spread Function (GSF).
In Section 2 will be presented the state of the art and some techniques of veiling glare removal 26 during the acquisition and post-processing phases. In Section 3 will be described a technique of veiling 27 glare removal based on spatial grid; in Section 4 will be presented the algorithm that we used to 28 reconstruct the images, its implementation, testing and results. At last, in Section 5 will be discussed 29 the limits and possible future developments of the technique proposed. 
State of the art

31
Most of veiling glare removal techniques are focalized on refining optical elements of the system, 32 for example improving the lenses coating [3] . Other methods are instead based on post-processing 33 techniques, removing the veiling glare from images that are already affected by it. A common approach 34 is using deconvolution techniques on the image, as presented in Starck et al.[4] .
35
One deconvolution method for the veiling glare removal in post-processing is illustrated by 36 Talvala et al. [5] : this technique is based on the hypothesis -unjustified-that the GSF is space-invariant 37 and consecutively that exist only one GSF for the image; this GSF convoluted with the scene creates 38 the image with the veiling glare. However, while trying to correct the image with the deconvolution 39 we will incur in two main problems: first, the image parts characterized by the presence of glare 40 become too much noisy due to the quantization limit; second, glare residual remains, characterized by 41 a different chromatic component in various zones. Talvala et al.[5] conclusion is that in the image there 42 isn't enough information for a successful veiling glare removal in post-production. mask. In the next section this method will be discussed and a variant of it will be proposed, in order to 47 demonstrate the direct influence of the grid on the veiling glare. 
Occlusion Mask
49
Talvala et al.
[5] placed a high-frequency occlusion mask between the camera and the scene to as possible to the scene (to make sure that, while focusing the scene, the grid wouldn't be too much 71 blurred) with the help of a wooden structure as support. The grid has been horizontally moved 13 72 times, 1mm at a time, while for the vertical movements we used 4 thicknesses to raise the grid. Figure   73 3 shows the grid and the structures used in the experiment. 
Camera and Shot Settings
75
The final HDR image is composed by 7 images (with a range of exposition from -3 ev to +3 ev), 
110
As can be seen in Figure 6 , none of these attempts led us to an acceptable result. At last, we changed 111 our approach: to be sure not to include the mask in the final image, we tried to consider only the 112 higher values in F P . Let's call: produced by this method can be observed in Figure 7a , 7b, 7c: the remaining horizontal noise is caused 117 by the poor precision of the vertical movement of the grid. Considering for the reconstruction only 118 the higher values of each pixel leads to a slightly brighter image; it can also add more noise to the 119 reconstructed image if the lamp is not properly masked and some direct light reaches the occlusion 120 mask during the acquisition phase (the noisy image reconstructed in this case can be seen in Figure   121 7d): this condition has obviously to be avoided regardless from the reconstruction method used. 3. Assembling of the reconstructed images with different EV values, producing the final HDRI. We 128 performed this operation using the software EasyHDR, which is based on the library DCRaw.
129
The final HDR image produced by this algorithm, confronted with the HDR image obtained 130 without the occlusion mask method, is shown in Figure 8 .
131
The difference between our procedure and the one used by Talvala an HDRI with the correct exposition.
140
The graph in Figure 9 shows the ratio between luminous intensity, measured in different points of 
Conclusion
162
In conclusion in this article we analysed the method of Talvala et al.[5] for the removing of the 163 veiling glare in HDRI and we proposed the algorithm based on the same occlusion mask, to study we can say that veiling glare can't be removed based only on data scene. We hope that in future will be 172 proposed new and alternative methods.
